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For July, 1899;;; October, 1899; To Be Continued Quarterly The next epoch covered the succeeding
fifty years, and was definitely terminated by 1875. Finance was a burning subject in those days, and
its two chief exponents, Peel and Gladstone, rose naturally to supreme place. One led the
Conservative, and the other the Liberal, party, but both were scholars in the same school, and were
as father and son in the service of the commonwealth. Thus finance made its exit as it were from
the arena of party politics, and a steady and consistent national policy was pursued. One main idea
that dominated in the councils of this middle age was restriction in expenditure. For many years
this principle met with such general acceptance that in 1853, the year prior to the outbreak of the
Crimean War, the expenditure stood at the very figure with which the epoch in question began.
Then ensued a formidable contest of opposing views, in which the leading champions were
Palmerston for a more liberal outlay, and Gladstone...
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